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A double album of original modern rock or Psychedelic Soul--a blend of multiple melodic genres marked

by space-age honky-tonk;blues and jazz, hip-hop,reggae,funk, exotic eastern, jam rock and more. Select

tunes in full length at atrixwolfe.com... 13 MP3 Songs ROCK: Psychedelic, WORLD: Reggae Details: atrix

wolfe--born during the Vietnam war, started with music at age five, still going strong approx 30-some

years later. On this recording Atrix Wolfe plays rhythm, lead and slide guitar, bass, keyboards, electonic

percussion, and handles all vocals. Atrix has been performing semi- and professionally for 20 years, and

writing for 17. He's played in a plethora of original rock bands as a drummer, guitarist and singer, and as

a hired guitarslinger in at least one blues/soul cover band as part of the dues-paying process as well as

frequenting Rooster's Blues Jam in Eugene, OR for some ten years until the Rooster's passing. atrix's

music is based on following his muse, not whatever happens to be "fashionable". He loves to play slide

and does a lot of it on this album. When playing acoustic solo sets, the wolfe-man leans towards the Delta

Blues of Robert Johnson and the incomparable magic music of the Band,or any tune that happens to be

of interest, as well as plenty of originals. atrixwolfeis up and running, you will be able to find music and

lyrics (as I add them) as well as photos, etc at atrixwolfe... (read on if interested) Other musicians atrix

admires and respects-- Dire Straits, JJ Cale, Miles Davis,Coltrane, Parliment-Funkadelic, Icicle Works (a

brilliant British new wave band of the '80s and early 90's), Bob Marley, Roxy Music, Hendrix, Grant

Green, the best and tightest of the Greatful Dead, classic jazz, '80's new wave,experimental electronica

and more. His most pressing influenece remains Robbie Robbertson's seminal late '80's masterpiece,

"Robbie Robertion." This CD "Touch of the Sky" is chock full of original, crystal clear music which is

available to you at a very reasonable cost while bypassing the realm of "product" (i.e. Brittney Spears,

etc)--based major labels and artists. note: The artist's portion of the sales of this CD is approx. $1.50, not
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including my investment of time and money. So if you think the price is too high, please reconsider. You

may hear the entire CD at atrixwolfe.com at the behest of atrix wolfe somewhere in the great northwest at

the bidding of the minstrel: I wrote these songs, played all instruments, sang all vocals and engineered

this entire album. Having dedicated my life to music some three decades ago at age 4 1/2, my main goal

is not wealth or fame, but to be able to share my music and continue to grow as a person, artist and

spiritual being. Look for another album of originals soon (it is completed but I am waiting for the money to

finance the manufacture of the the disks) which also includes a tribute to The Band as well as 9 or 10

more originals. PPS Thanks for the time and interest, and please listen on broadband, cable internet, etc.

if possible so you may enjoy the fidelity of the music samples. Thank you, and with love and healing for all

children of the earth, sun, sea and sky atrix wolfe, west coast USA in the kingdom of Arda under the

infinite stars
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